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Matt James, 40, of Denver,

president of the Colorado Disc Golf

Association, makes a putt at the

Badlands Disc Golf Course. "I love

disc golf because it is a sport for

everyone, regardless of age,
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Tom Harrison, 40, of Westminster, left, makes a putt, as his friend, Rob Nichols, 27, of Northgate

watches, at the Badlands Disc Golf Course. "It's the best sport on the planet. It requires technique,

athleticism, dedication, and anyone can do it," said Harrison. (Photos by Heather Rousseau, The Denver

Post)

Golf possessed my father. It pleased my mother, and beguiled my brother. But it always just

bummed me out.

The clubs and clubhouses, the clothes, the carts, the chemicals, the cost — can't I just ride

my skateboard, Mom and Dad?

But after an early-evening thunderstorm a few weeks ago I mosied over to Harlow Platts

Park in South Boulder, the city's only golf course with a certain kind of twist: instead of

using five-irons to whack little white balls into holes, you toss discs, like Frisbees,

into elevated baskets.

Dude.

Golf is cool.

The people out on the course, the rain-scrubbed sky the hue

of a blue-raspberry Slurpee, contributed to disc golf's cool

factor. In particular, the quartet of 20-something guys,

mostly shirtless and barefoot, hauling little discs from hole to

hole, yakking it up, having a grand old time without fussing
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everyone, regardless of age,

economic status or physical

ability," said James. (Heather

Rousseau, The Denver Post)

over decorum — shhh! — without flinging clubs in anger or

piloting machines across carpet-like simulacrums of grass or

discussing the cunning tax benefits of owning faux farms.

"It's a really good feeling when you get a good shot, when you see the disc is flying fast and

straight," said Vaughn Engler, 28, a Boulder engineer out for a few rounds with his

roomates. "It's exciting. And it's just great to be out here."

Engler and his buddies are relatively new to disc golf — just like a lot of other players.

According to the Professional Disc Golf Association, membership in their organization has

nearly doubled since 2004, to 16,000 members (many more play without joining) and so

have the number of courses: today, there are about 3,500 in the United States.

The sport is most popular, in terms of players and courses, in Texas, followed closely by

California. It is big, too, in Colorado, which ranks No. 9 and supports the Colorado Disc Golf

Association (coloradodisc.com). Matt James, the Association president, said many of the 91

courses around the state are packed during after-work hours in the summer and on

weekends.

"What is really attractive about this sport is it is a very easy game to take up," said Shaun

McGrath, a former Boulder mayor who has played the game for three decades. When I talked

to him, he was in Oregon, getting ready to try a course. "There is minimal investment. Like

$10 or $15 for a disc, and you only need a few of them."

When McGrath was on the Boulder City Council, he pushed for the development of a new

18-hole course; the Harlow Platts course is only nine holes, and Boulder, of all places, could

use another course. Harlow Platts is frequently packed. The first 11 holes of the new course,

at the Valmont City Park, are expected to open this month.

Before I gave it a spin, I thought disc golf was just a more formalized version of heaving

Frisbees at trees. It is that, of course, but I didn't know the courses were designed with

hazards, like firs and hills and swales; that most holes are par threes, with occasional par

fours thrown in; that there were different kinds of throws; and that the discs, all of which are

smaller and often heavier than Frisbees, come in a wide variety of styles.

Some of them are wafer-like, and designed for long hauls — they are called drivers. Others,

the putters, are blunt around the edges and meant for that last go at dropping the disc into

the basket. In between, there are discs that curve in different directions and to different

degrees, and that carry for varying lengths.

"I have a bag full of 25 discs," said Lucas Hensley, 25, a city worker in Fort Collins and one

of the leaders of the Northern Colorado Disc Golf Club. "But most people carry five or six.

When I'm playing golf, that is a big topic — this disc versus that disc, how they fly."

"You might want a disc that you throw hard, but you don't want it to go far," he added. "You

might want a disc that you don't throw hard, but it goes far."

Hensley started playing 10 years ago, and disc golf at the time was an oddity. No more.

"Disc golf has a big culture, and it's getting bigger. Even in the past five years I have noticed

the courses around town have gotten way busier," he said. "It's not all enthusiasts like me."

Hensley plays at least five times a week.

His club sponsors competitions across Northern Colorado every week, he said, and other disc

golf clubs across the Front Range are similar. James with the Colorado Disc Golf Association

said Denverites, for example, have all sorts of events to choose from every week,

competitions that typically cost little and carry purses and bragging rights — medals that

broadcast players' rankings are popular.

The gear is minimal. In addition to the discs, most people carry a backpack or a bag —

something to hold the discs. Decent walking shoes are helpful.
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Most courses are free.

It must be one of the least expensive sports in the country.

Like most beginners, I flung the orange disc, borrowed from Engler, in a sidearm fashion,

the way you swing a tennis racket for a forehand shot. The one time I tried the backhand

way — the style I normally use for tossing Frisbees, where my arm crosses my torso before

sending-forth the Frisbee — was a complete flop.

One of the most challenging, and interesting, components of the game is the way the discs

curve. Whip it straight at a faraway target and the shot might look perfect for a spell, but

then it curves, and curves, and by the time it lands, the disc is thirty or sixty yards from the

basket. The trick is learning how to control, and predict, the curve.

The dudes in Boulder selected their discs carefully, studied them as they soared, yelped when

a disc landed near the basket, and radiated good-natured dejection when the toss was a

disaster.

The disc styles, the throwing form, the curve — they all mattered. But nobody sulked after

an errant heave.

"It's fun," said Ben Spiegel, 28, who is applying to medical school. "We're walking. We're

outside. It's chill."

Douglas Brown: 303-954-1395, djbrown@denverpost.com or twitter.com/douglasjbrown

 

Luke Winkelba, 32, of Denver, drives his disc at the Badlands Disc Golf Course ( badcodisc.com) . "It's

good for the mind body and soul," Winkelba says about the sport. (Heather Rousseau, The Denver Post)
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Its free, and much easier than real golf. There are plenty of disc golf courses on the south end

of town.

good times for all ages!
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Great article. The sport is definitely growing by leaps and bounds. We have doubled our club

membership this year and we are still adding new members.
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